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 ....اين محرم و صفر است كه اسلام را زنده نگه داشته استاين محرم و صفر است كه اسلام را زنده نگه داشته استاين محرم و صفر است كه اسلام را زنده نگه داشته استاين محرم و صفر است كه اسلام را زنده نگه داشته است: : ))رهره((خمينيخميني    امامامام

A: Read the sentences below and then choose the correct answer. 

1. Both sides still refuse to send their ……………… to the negotiating table. 

 a. subordinators  b. negotiators  c. consultants  d. assistants 

2. He is very forceful in getting what he wants. 

 a. skillful   b. fruitful c. powerful                  d. plentiful 

3. He is well-known for his……………. as a public speaker. 

 a. executive  b. balance c. aloof                         d. prowess 

4. Robert Oppenheiner…………… money to political causes that seemed to meet his ideals. 

 a. contaminated   b. differentiated  c. impeded  d. contributed 

5. ……………. is a fellow member of a profession, association, occupation or organization. 

 a. Colleague   b. Enterprise  c. Regulation  d. Labor 

6. The organization is able to fulfill member needs for…………….. with peers and colleagues. 

 a. disputation b. affiliation c. aspiration                 d. assertion 

7. He has a lot of ………… and cannot take on any more.  

 a. effectivenesses b. verifications  c. commitments  d. unisons 

8. The……………… have power to frame or alter a political or fundamental law. 

 a. administrators  b. contributors  c. constituents              d. abstainers 

9. ………….. is very important to achieving and maintaining high levels of competent performance in the 

organization. 

 a. Status   b. Realization c. Motivation                d. Prospect  

10. There were several important items on……………. 

 a. a. dichotomy  b. exercise c. adequacy                 d. agenda 

11. ……………. official have less power and authority than high ranking administrators.    

 a. Elite b. Petty  c. Isolated                   d. Legitimate 

12. Very few of……….…. failed to vote. 

 a. electorate b. exponent  c. extrovert                d. introvert 

13. …………..… validity refers to the type of validity which is evaluated by showing high well test scores 

correspond to measures of concurrent criterion performance or status. 

 a. Construct  b. Content    c. Concurrent d. Predictive 
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14.  There is a……………… between an individual height and weight.  

 a. criterion  b. measurement c. correlation d. contribution 

15. Problems of measurement are always somewhat abstract until we actually try our hand at them. 

 a. assessment  b. commitment  c. agreement d. complement 

16. She intends to make teaching her profession. 

 a. occupation   b. coordination  c. division                    d. election 

17. She questioned the ……….…….. of his argument.  

 a. concern                     b. tension    c. perspective               d. legitimacy   

18. …………… refers to the property of any measuring instrument, device or test that it measures what it 

purports to measure. 

 a. Reliability   b. Variability c. Adequacy d. Validity 

19.  The ability to order or force someone to do something that they would not otherwise do is……………… 

 a. normative  b. coercive c. remunerative              d. authoritative  

20. …………….. are important for mutual consultations and discussion as well as for friendship. 

 a. Funds                        b. Colleagues c. Foremen                      d. Pinnacles 

21. He has exceptional qualifications, and it will not be easy to find his……………… 

 a. community  b. section  c. peers  d. seclusion 

22. Teachers ………………. authority over their students. 

 a. transact b. trigger c. vitiate d. exercise 

23. The……………. is the amount of money actually paid by shareholders for a share issue. 

 a. evidence b. capital  c. feature d. extrovert 

24. The official…………… are kept in that building. 

 a. consultants b. chiefs  c. duties d. records  

25. The social system school seeks to identify the various social groups in the enterprise.  

 a. firm b. balance  c. craft  d. vehicle 
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B: Read these passages and answer the questions that follow each. 

Probably no quality is more pertinent and pervasive among successful leaders than the quality of optimism. To 

lead successfully, one must believe that his or her leadership will make a difference. No matter how dark and 

dismal the journey, the leader must be able to see a light at the end of the tunnel. 

Harlan Cleveland, who served successfully in many leadership roles, lays particular stress on this quality of 

leadership." Prophecies of doom," he reminds us," do not in fact move people in action." Indeed they are more 

likely to have the reverse effect. In order to be happy, one must believe in the possibility of happiness, the great 

Russian writer, Tolstoy once emphasized the same holds true for leadership. In order to exercise leadership, one 

must believe in its possibilities. 

26. In the first paragraph, "to see a light at the end of tunnel" symbolizes………………. 

 a. leadership  b. leader c. optimism d. journey 

27. In paragraph 2," prophecies of doom" means…………….. 

 a. avoidance of pessimism  b. believing in the possibilities of happiness 

 c. being powerful to move people in action d. prediction of inevitable doom 

28. The best title for this passage would be……………………… 

 a. successful leaders                                            b. leadership qualities 

 c. leadership roles                                               d. people in action 

29. One of the qualities that one may find in most successful leaders is……………. 

 a. being able to exercise power  b. belief in doom               

 c. optimism   d. pessimism 

30. In line 5, 'they' refers to………………… 

 a. people   b. actions  

 c. prophecies of doom   d. qualities of leadership 
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